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At the beginning of the general
election campaign in Germany, a
major news magazine ran the
cover caption: ‘Schröder’s last
man’. Shown in the picture was
the chancellor himself. With his
government badly shaken by
unemployment figures and
decimated by a number of
mishaps and minor scandals,
some of them skilfully
orchestrated by the right wing
tabloid press, Schröder faces a
tough time indeed and may well
become the second ever
chancellor to be toppled in a
general election.
And yet, the provocative
headline was somewhat
exaggerated. Still by his side are
the foreign minister, Joschka
Fischer (Green Party), who has
been the most popular politician
in polls for four years straight,
and the quietly efficient finance
minister Hans Eichel (Social
Democrats, SPD). Moreover, the
minister for research and
education, Edelgard Bulmahn
(SPD), remained unshaken in
times of fierce debates on
bioethics issues (Current Biology
11, R581, 2001) and failing
schools, and she managed to
implement a long-overdue reform
of the university system.
The traditional academic career
path in Germany is remarkable for
its length and complexity. Degree
courses in science subjects
typically last five years (including a
9- to 12-month final year practical
work, the Diplomarbeit).
Combined with three to four years
post-graduate studies for a PhD
(which in Germany is the Dr rer
nat, i.e. doctor of natural
sciences), this produces
candidates already 28–30 years
old when they obtain their
doctorate. To continue an
academic career path, they are
expected to do a post-doctoral
fellowship abroad for one or two
years, and then to come back to
obtain a second research degree,
the Habilitation, which lasts five
years if all goes well, or any
number of years if it doesn’t.
While this last phase enables the
candidates to start building up a
small research group, their
funding and academic status is
heavily dependent on the
benevolence and generosity of the
professor they were associated
with. In the worst case they could
end up being glorified post-docs
for another 10 years.
Only after obtaining the
Habilitation (which leads to the
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In the run-up to Germany’s general election, the reform of century-old
university regulations stands out as one of the few measures the
current administration will be remembered for, says Michael Gross.
Old school: Humboldt University (left) in
Berlin. Germany’s university structures
have begun to be modernised under the
outgoing German administration but
have been overshadowed by other
issues. (Photo: Global Scenes.)
title Dr habil), do researchers
become eligible for the
permanent academic positions
graded in three steps: C2-
Professor (roughly equivalent to
UK lecturer / senior lecturer or
US assistant professor), C3-
Professor (reader or associate
professor), or C4-professor
(professor / named chair or full
professor). As a matter of
principle, it is not possible to
become a professor at the same
university where the Habilitation
was done. Thus, after going
abroad for a post-doc and
returning to Germany, a third
location change is required.
While a small number of people
manage to sail through this
obstacle course in minimal time
and then jump directly from
Habilitation to C4 professorship
at age 35, the more typical
picture is that of a candidate who
starts applying for professorships
at around 40 and may well be
worn out and frustrated by then.
As a side effect, many women
experienced substantial
difficulties to have children and
an academic career and were
effectively forced to drop one of
these two ambitions.
In 1999, 33.4% of doctorates,
but only 17.7% of Habilitation
degrees were obtained by
women. Moreover, the flaws of
the German system in
comparison with the faster career
tracks in the UK and the US
encouraged many German
researchers to stay abroad after
their post-doctoral fellowships.
But all this is going to change.
At the core of the university
reform drafted by Bulmahn’s
education and research ministry
(BMBF — Bundesministerium für
Bildung und Forschung,
www.bmbf.de) and implemented
in the revised federal university
law (Hochschulrahmengesetz) is
the new junior professorship
(Juniorprofessur), modelled on
the US assistant professorship,
and coupled with a mobility
criterion less stringent than
previous rules. 
Under the new law, researchers
have to change location once
between their postgraduate work
and their junior professorship.
Thus they could either go abroad
and return to their alma mater, or
they could accept a junior
professorship at a different
university directly after obtaining
their doctorate.
The new junior professors will
essentially have the rights and
obligations of the current C2
professors at a much younger
age, only that their tenure will be
limited to 6 years, with an
evaluation of their research and
teaching after half and full term.
Those who fail the evaluation will
be allowed an extra year to finish
off their projects and look for
jobs elsewhere. 
Unlike people who in the 
old system might fail to get a
professorship at over 40 and 
end up unemployed, they will 
still be young enough to cross
over into industry. The successful
junior professors can be offered
tenure by their universities or
apply for professorships
elsewhere. Thus, the new 
system is designed to offer
researchers more independence
and career opportunity earlier 
in their lives.
The minister for research
and education, Edelgard
Bulmahn, remained
unshaken in times of
fierce debates
The federal government has
pledged to fund the research of
each new junior professor (up to
3,000 of them) with a start grant
of 60,000 Euro during a transition
period. From 2006 onwards, the
universities are expected to
provide similar funding from their
own resources. 
The junior professors will earn a
starting salary of 42,380 Euro
rising to 50,076 Euro. Taking into
account the social security
contributions which industry
employees pay out of their salary
(but civil servants don’t), this
amount is roughly equivalent to
what these people could expect
to earn in their first years in
industry. To attract exceptional
candidates, universities may
increase salaries by up to 10%
from the beginning. More
generally, the new law also allows
universities for the first time to
pay regular professors
substantially more than the
standard academic salaries,
which may help to attract
outstanding experts in certain
fields. 
Another significant change is
that the maximal duration for
which short-term contracts can 
be renewed is set to 12 years for
all those whose employment
started after 23 February this 
year. While this regulation is
meant to encourage a higher
proportion of permanent
employment, it could also lead to
unemployment for researchers
who so far have been ‘getting by’
on a series of short-term
contracts. How this change will
affect the job market remains to
be seen.
Throughout the 1990s, German
universities have found problems
in getting replacements for the
large number of professors who
started in the late 1960s (when
many universities were expanded
or newly founded), and who
retired during this decade, but
often had to spend many years
‘replacing themselves’ as the
hunt for a properly ‘habilitated’
successor was on. It is to be
hoped that the faster and more
attractive career track now
leading to professorships will
help to fill those gaps, and also
to stop the brain drain that the
universities have suffered with
respect to both American
universities and European
industrial employers.
By 2009, when the last of the
current Habilitationsverfahren
have to be finished, the Schröder
government will probably be
distant history. But the reform
allowing the German universities,
many of which are rooted in
mediaeval traditions, to remain
competitive in the 21st century
will probably be one of its most
lasting achievements.
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